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Lighting
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RIGEL™ Solar Powered Bollards
Carmanah EverGEN™ Solar LED Lighting Solutions
Runway, taxiway, windsock and obstruction lighting
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Carmanah EverGEN
solar LED lighting is
ideal for applications
such as:
• Parking lots
• Residential streets
• Site lighting

worldwide, Carmanah is making solar

How Solar Works
All solar LED lighting systems move energy through a series of
conversion steps that turn it from sunshine into LED illumination.
Each step of the process counts. At Carmanah, we don’t just
integrate components, we engineer the movement of energy through
the system to ensure our solutions offer superior performance.
We also incorporate intelligent energy management technology
that enables us to produce light output levels equivalent to AC
powered lighting while remaining completely off the grid. Our energy
management technology also allows for intelligent operating profiles,
motion sensing capabilities that produce adaptable, reliable lighting
solutions that operate all year round in all conditions.
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LED Obstruction lights
Self contained solar powered
LED lights from Carmanah.

Low and Medium intensity LED RIGEL™ - Orion’s own range of
Obstruction lights for easy
solar powered LED lighting.
retrofit to existing fixtures.

Carmanah’s solar LED beacons
are widely used in aviation,
Also available in a low voltage
marine, mining and railway
version for use with our solar
applications. Easy to install, low
engine.
maintenance and with no running
costs, Carmanah’s lights are the
best choice for rapid deployment,
temporary and permanent
obstruction lighting.

Lighting up the Mining Industry
Solar LED lighting has numerous applications in the
mining industry. “We started operations seven years ago by
supplying other mission-critical industries like marine and
aviation for navigation and landing aids. Just as in mining,
those industries use our lights in situations where safety is
foremost,” said Orion’s General Manager, Richard Holliday.
“Our first success in mining resulted from the supply of
safety warning lights to show the edges of a road or an
open cut mine and we have gone on to supply such lights to
the operations of Origin Energy, BHP Billiton, Rio Tinto and
Interoil.”
A recent installation of Orion’s area lighting illuminates a
water truck filling station at Ashton Coal in the Hunter Valley.
See below. In the mining industry, where hard wired power
is not always available, areas can now be lit which previously
were left in the dark. Parking lot area lights can be equipped
with motion sensors to automatically switch the brightness
of the light when a person or vehicle arrives.

Our attractive solar powered LED
bollards are ideal as wayfaring
markers for unlit pathways.

With the AUTEV LED luminaire we
can custom design LED lighting
solutions to meet almost any
requirement.

Ramp Safety at Cairns Airport
In order to improve safety on the airside service
roads, Cairns International Airport turned to Orion
Solar Pty Ltd to provide hazard warning lights
which are used when passengers are present.
The airline attendant escorting the passengers
from the terminal operates the hazard flashers
via a switch mounted on each pole, which warns
oncoming traffic to give way to pedestrians. Once
the passengers have safely crossed the road, the
hazard lights are turned off. According to Wayne
Nash, Electrical Services Supervisor at Cairns, “The
lights have been a complete success and we have
had nothing but
positive feedback
from airline staff. The
only maintenance has
been to remove bird
droppings from the
solar panel and this
issue has since been
resolved by the addition
of bird deterrents”

Solar hazard warning light at Cairns

Specifying Solar LED Lighting

Parking lot photmetric rendering of Carmanah EverGEN 1500 Series Lighting System

Cost Analysis

Specifying Simplified

Renewable Energy Focus
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Carmanah’s EverGEN solar LED lighting, call
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EverGEN
solar LED lighting, or to find your
www.orionsolar.com.au
local Carmanah representative to request
comprehensive specifications for your project,
please visit www.carmanah.com
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Installation for Toowoomba Regional Council.
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for five years of reliable operation, as
backed by Carmanah’s warranty.

